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Spotlight - Data Security Plans

Preparation
1. Import standard UK Demo Data
2. Login with 
 Standard ID: sample@hansaworld.com
 Passworld: Sample99

Script

Securing information in the form of e-mails, documents, presentations, databases, graphics and audio files is 
essential for most companies.
Recent regulatory changes such as SOX and GDPR require businesses to maintain and backup data they 
would have otherwise deleted.

There is a need to archive emails as well as other accounting information for up to 10 years for legal reasons. 
With this in mind, HansaWorld has developed powerful data security plans to meet customers’ needs. 
Our Data Security Plans incorporate different levels of automation in handling back up data. This also allows for 
easy and safe storage of data with a high degree of protection, compliant with the new GDPR regulations.
Each Data Security Plan includes at least one backup and a range of different features. Some of these features 
are Automated Database Copying, Parallelity and Journaling.
 
To activate the plan, log in to Standard ERP.

ACTION: Login as Samuel Jaffacake (sample@hansaworld.com, Sample99) 
 Open Marketplace >> scroll down to data Security plans under Modules

Click on Marketplace, and scroll down to find the Data Security plans. Once you have decided which plan you 
prefer, select subscribe. 

ACTION: Click Subscribe button 

After you have successfully subscribed, simply set up when and where your back up should be stored. 

ACTION: Switch module to Module: Technics >> Settings >> Timed Operations

Set the first two fields “Start Time” and “Back Up Path.” To ensure maximum efficiency chose a time frame 
when the system is not being used. 
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ACTION: fill in Start Time >> 23:00  

Now, select the path where you would like your back up to be stored and you’re all set!

ACTION: type  /Backup in Backup Path field 

To increase your level of security at any time, follow the same process and select your new Plan.

ACTION: Go to www.hansaworld.com/support/data-security-plans and show different levels of 
plans

With Standard ERP your data is always secure! Head to the marketplace now to subscribe.


